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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.2-rev12
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.2-rev13
Open-Xchange AppSuite EAS 7.8.2-rev5
Open-Xchange AppSuite USM 7.8.2-rev6
Open-Xchange frontend6 6.22.12-rev5
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bugﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #3572.

46443 Multiple forwarded mail is empty
Sequence id for nested messages and attachments above level 2 were not calculated correctly.
This has been solved by calculating the correct sequence-id by storing the initializers id and taking
it into consideration when calculating the new sequence-ids for nested messages and attachments.
48109 Reset of special use folders after OX login
The property has not prevented the setmetadata command for existing folders.
Prevent setmetdata for existing folders now.
48195 External appointment ”You have conﬁrmed this appointment”, but is not accepted
New external appointments were displayed as accepted, but are nor accepted.
Now new external appointments are not diplayed as accepted.
48344 User is not able to sent email to users on the same cluster after account is added
as external
No ﬁltering based on transport url for added email accounts.
Only list sender addresses from accounts that have a transport url now.
48349 ’AVERAGE USER SIZE’ not found in ﬁle /opt/open-xchange/etc
The method getProperties was used.
This was ﬁxed by using getUserProperties.
48663 No signature selected in settings after upgrade
Missing signature handling for update.
Introduced central helper function which considers the different states, value of defaultSignature
(compose/reply) is now used as new default value for ’defaultReplyForwardSignature’.
48687 Carddav data with xD at the end of all lines
The underlying org.jdom library adjusts line endings during serialization, for inline vCards in multistatus responses this led to duplicated carriage return characters. While usually the receiving side
is in charge to normalize line endings during parsing, one particular client is not able to do so.
Solution: Serialize inline vCards in CARDDAV:address-data property as CDATA.
48748 Distribution list view inconsistent, saving such a list does not work
The error is cause by two update operations on a contact off the distribution list. If a contact off
the distribution list is within the addressbook of the user, then the entry within the distribution list
will reference this contact. In case the email address referenced by the distribution list is removed
the entry within the distribution list is also updated (now empty). If then in a next step the contact
is deleted the entry within the distribution list will be changed to a contact without a reference. In
this case the mail address within the distribution list will be used, which is still be empty. In this
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case the distribution list is invalid because of this missing mail address.
The exception message now tells the user which contact is causing the error and therefore he is
able to solve the issue himself.
48778 Addressbook Tab opens with ˜20 Seconds Delay, Display-Errors after Tab Change Addressbook to Calendar and back
The new user setting ”Start in global address book” (default: true) conﬂicts with an extremely slow
loading of address book.
This has been solved by checking if the user setting is conﬁgurable. If not, the user doesn’t see the
setting. This ﬁx neither accelerates the loading process nor does it avoid the invalid UI state if users
go back and forth.
48883 logconf -l com.openexchange.usm does not ﬁlter for UID/CID
The logback ﬁltering works in conjunction with the MDC properties, meaning that in order for a log
ﬁlter to work, the userId, contextId and (optionally) sessionId have to be present in the MDC. In this
case, the previous mentioned MDC properties were only applied upon a login request, hence the
only DEBUG log entry that was visible in the log was that of the login request.
This has been ﬁxed by applying the MDC properties ’userId’, ’contextId’ and ’sessionId’ (that is the
USM session id and not OX session id) to the MDC when getting the USM session from the SessionStorage (which happens on every USM/EAS request).
48940 Autologout setting is not hidden when protected
Not all settings are implemented to conﬁgure via yml-File.
Now this setting is supported for property- and yml-ﬁle.
48949 Sometimes printing fails with ”Drucken ist beim Starten des Druckvorgangs fehlgeschlagen.” on Preview
Only affects calendar views as they are external, i.e. loaded from the server and was quite rare.
This has been solved by implemeting a delay to let the browser breathe. The delay is not really
perceivable so it won’t annoy end-users.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully veriﬁed, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integration
testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

46443, 48109, 48195, 48344, 48349, 48663, 48687, 48748, 48778, 48883, 48940, 48949,
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